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Bankipore Library, and, encouraged by Sir E. Denison 
Ross, prepared the text for publication a t  the expense of 
the Asiatic Society of Bengal1. 

Mention must also be made of another Arabic work on 
Shf'a poets entitled Nmi~~zatu's-Sahar fi-man tashayya'a 

wa sha'ar ("the Morning Breeze, on those who 
An anthology of h 
s h ~ a  poets. eld the Shi'a faith and composed poetry"), 

compiled by YGsuf ibn YahyA al-Yamani a?- 
San'bni, a rare book, hitherto, so far as I know, unpublished, 
of which I am fortunate enough to possess a manuscript.of 
the second half, containing the letters b to &a. Only poets 
who wrote in Arabic are noticed. 

Of these books the Rnw+dtz~'Z-~ranndt is the most scholarly 
and comprehensive, but those who read Persian only will 

derive much instruction and some amusement 
Comparison of 
these works. from the Majn'Zisu'LMzi'mi7zifz, Nujzzinzz~'s- Sn lnd, 

and Q+a;tL'G1 UZamd. The older "Books of the 
Men," such as the works of at-TGsi and an-NajAshf, are 
generally very jejune, and suited for reference rather than 
reading. As it is with the theologians of the Safawf and 
subsequent periods that we are chiefly concerned here, a 
very few words about the older 'ulamd of the Shf'a will 
suffice, though with their names, titles and approximate 
dates the student should be familiar. The most important 

of these earlier divines are " the three Muham- 
The founders of 
shlla theology: mads3," al-Kulaynf (Muhammad ibn Ya'qhb, 
the "three 
Muhammads" d. 32g/g41), Ibn BBbawayhi (Muhammad ibn 
and the "feu 'Ali ibn M GsA, d. 381/gg1-z), and the already- 
Books" 

mentioned Tdsi (Muhammad ibn Hasan, d. 4601 

1 It was printed at the Baptist Mission Press a t  Calcutta in 13301 
1912, and comprises 607 pp. 

3 For description of another copy see Ahlwardt's Berlin Arabic 
Gzfulogue, vol. vi, pp. 502-3, NO. 7423. 

8 See the Qea~u'l-'Ulanzd, p. 221 of the Lucknow edition, S.V. Mu- 
hammad BAqir-i-Majlisi. 
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1067). Of these the first composed the Kdfd the second 
Man M ya&'zdrzd-hu'GFnqz'h (a title which approximates in 
sense to our familiar " Every man his own Lawyer "), and 
the third the 1stib:cir and the Tahdhtbu'Z-Abkdm. which 
are known collectively amongst the Shi'a as "the Four 
Books " (aZ-Kutz~bu'Gar6a'a)l, and of which full particulars 
will be found in the above-mentioned Kashfu'Z-ynjztb. 

The "three 
More modern times also produced their "three 

Muhammads" Muhammads," namely Muhammad ibn Hasan 
of later days. 

ibn 'Ali.. .al-Hurr al-'Amili (author of the above- 
mentioned ~ m a Z z t ' ~ - A m i ~ ) ;  Muhammad ibnu'l-MurtadA, 
commonly known as MullP Muhsin-i-Fay? (Fayd), who 
died about 1ogo/167g; and Muhammad BAqir-i-Majlisf 
(d. I I I 111699-I 700)~. Each of these also produced a great 
book, the first the Wasd'iZ, the second the Wdfi, and the 
third the Bi/zriru'GAnwd~ (" Oceans of Light "), which con- 
stitute the " Three Books" of the later time. These seven 
great works on Shi'a theology, jurisprudence and tradition 

1 are, of course, like the great bulk of the works 
Arabic the 
usual medium of the Muhammadan Doctors and Divines. 
of theological 
works. written in Arabic, which language occupies no 

less a position in IslAm than does Latin in the 
theological literature of the Church of Rome. Of them 
space will not permit me to speak further; it is the more 

popular Persian manuals of doctrine, whereby 
Persian theo- 
logical works the great theologians of the Safawf period 
of the later 
period. sought so successfully to  diffuse their religious 

teachings, which must chiefly concern us here, 
and even of these it will be impossible to give an adequate 
account. According to the Raw4dtu'Z-JannLttJ, Kamdlu'd- 
Din Husayn of Ardabil, called "the Divine Doctor" (aZ- 

1 Or al- U,s81uJl-nrba'a (" the Four Principlesn). See Nzgdmds- 
S ( l ~ l ( f ,  P. 75. 

2 See p. 120 supra. 
Vol. i, p. 185. 
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ICa'ht), a contemporary of ShAh Isma'il I, "was the first to 
compose books in Persian on matters connected with the 
Holy Law according to the doctrine of the Shi'a " : 

We have already seen1 what difficulty ShAh Isma'il ex- 
perienced on his capture of Tabrfz in finding teachers or 

books to inculcate the doctrines of the creed 
Scarcity of 
works Shl,a which he was determined to impose throughout 
theologyinearly his dominions, and it is not strange, though 
Safawf days 

the fact is often overlooked, that it became 
necessary to  introduce into Persia learned Arabs of the 

Shi'a persuasion, where such were obtainable. 
Importation to 
Persia Shi,a TWO districts furnished the bulk of these : Bah- 
doctors from 
Arabia 

rayn, across the Persian Gulf, and Jabal 'Amil 
in Syriaa. T o  the divines furnished by each of 

these two localities a special biographical work has, as we 
have seen, been devoted, namely the Lzi'lzi'atzt'Z-Babray?z 
and the ~nzalzl'Z-Anzi~. Some of them came to Persia 
totally ignorant of the Persian language, like Sayyid Ni- 
'matu'llAh al-Jazs'iri, who, on reaching ShirAz with his 
brother, had to obtain from a Persian acquaintance the 
sentence "Madrasa-i-Manszi?~ljya-7~d nzi-k/zwdhi7tzn ("We 
want the Mansfiriyya College "), and even then each learned 
only half of this simple phrase and spoke alternately! 

1 Pp. 54-5 sujra. 
4 See G. le Strange's Palestilze zrnder the Moslenzs, pp. 75-6 and 470. 
"+a;ulZ-'UZarnd (ed. Lucknow, p. 229 ; ed. TihrAn, p. 333) : 
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I t  is the autobiography of this same Sayyid Ni'rnatu'llAh, 
as given in the Qi$a;ti'G'UCamd, which furnishes us with 

Autobiography 
so unusually vivid a picture of the privations 

or= student of and hardships experienced by a poor student 
theology. 

of Divinity. H e  was born in 10501164o-I and 
wrote this narrative when he was thirty-nine years of age1, 
"in which brief life," he adds, "what afflictions have befallen 

I me I " These afflictions began when he was only five years 
I 

old, when, while he was a t  play with his little companions, 
his father appeared, saying, "Come with me, 

First s t e p  in 
learning. my little son, that we may go to the school- 

master, so that thou mayst learn to read and 
write, in order that thou mayst attain to a high degree." In 
spite of tears, protests, and appeals to  his mother he had to 
go to school, where, in order the sooner to escape and return 
to  his games, he applied himself diligently to  his lessons, so 
that by the time he was aged five years and a half he had 
finished the Qur'rtn, besides learning many poems. This, 
however, brought him no relief and no return to his childish 
games, for he was now committed t o  the care of a blind 

grammarian to study the Arabic paradigms and 
Tyranny of 
teachers. the grammar of ZanjAni. For this blind teacher 

he had to act as guide, while his next preceptor 

b?*> U>& i;4 6 
He died, according to the Kas/lfYZ-flujub, p. 70, No. 328, in 

I 130/1718. Since writing this, I have found the Arabic original of this 
autobiography in one of my MSS. (C. 15) entitled Kitdbu'GAnwdri'n- 
Nurmdnrjlya, composed by Sayyid Ni'matuJllBh in 1089/1678. It con- 
cludes the volume, and occupies fK 329-34. 
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compelled him to cut and carry fodder for his beasts and 
mulberry-leaves for his silk-worms. He  then sought another 
teacher with whom to study the Krifiya of Ibnu'l-Hijib, 

and found an imposing personage dressed in 
An ignorant 
,,,,,r. white with an enormous turban "like a small 

cupola," who, however, was unable to answer his 
questions. "If you don't know enough grammar to answer 
these questions, why do you wear this great load on your 
head ? " enquired the boy; whereupon the audience laughed, 
and the teacher rose up ashamed and departed " This led 
me to exert myself to master the paradigms of grammar," 
says the writer; "but 1 now ask pardon of God for my 
question to  that believing man, while thanking Him that 
this incident happened before I had attained maturity and 
become fully responsible for my actions." 

After pursuing his studies with various other masters, he 
obtained his father's pern~ission to follow his elder brother 

to  Huwayza. The  journey thither by boat 
Hardships of through narrow channels amongst the weeds, 

f 

search of tormented by mosquitoes "as  large as wasps" F 
knowledge." ! 

and with only the milk of buffaloes to assuage 
f 

his hunger, gave him his first taste of the discomforts of i 

travel to a poor student. In return for instruction in JAmSs I 

and JQrbardi's commentaries and the Shdfiya, his teacher 
4 
i 

exacted from him "much service," making him and his 
% : 

fellow-students collect stones for a house which he wished 1 
to build, and bring fish and other victuals for him from the 
neighbouring town. H e  would not allow them to copy his 3 

lecture-notes, but they used to purloin them when oppor- 
tunity arose and transcribe them. " Such was his way with 

says the writer, "yet withal we were well satisfied to 
serve him, so that we might derive benefit from his holy 
breaths." 

H e  attended the college daily till noon for instruction and 
discussion, and on returning to his lodging was so hungry 
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that, in default of any better food, he used to  collect the 
melon-skins cast aside on the ground, wipe off 

Study under the dust, and eat what fragments of edible 
difficulties. 

matter remained. One day he came upon his 
companion similarly employed. Each had tried to conceal 
from the other the shifts to which he was reduced for food, 
but now they joined forces and collected and washed their 
melon-skins in company. Being unable to afford lamps or 
candles, they learned by heart the texts they were studying, 
such as the A&yya of Ibn MQlik and the Kd$ya, on moon- 
light nights, and on the dark nights repeated them by 
heart so as not to forget them. T o  avoid the distraction of 
conversation, one student would on these occasions often 
bow his head on his knees and cover his eyes, feigning 
headache. 

After a brief visit to his home, he determined to go to 
Shiriz, and set out by boat for Basra by the Shaf.fuJl-'Arab. 

H e  was so afraid of being stopped and brought 
From Bera back by his father that, during the earlier part 
to Shirdz 

of the voyage, he stripped off his clothes and 
waded behind the boat, holding on to the rudder, until he 
had gone so far that recognition was no longer probable, 
when he re-entered the boat. Farther on he saw a number 
of people on the bank, and one of his fellow-passengers 
called out to  them to enquire whether they were Sunnis or 
Shi'a. On learning that they were Sunnis, he began to 
abuse them and invoke curses on the first three Caliphs, to 
which they replied with volleys of stones. 

The  writer remained only a short while a t  Basra, then 
governed by I;Iusayn PQshQ, for his father followed him 

thither to bring him home, but he escaped 
At CO1"ge privily with his brother, and, as already nar- in Shirdr  

rated1, made his way to ShfrAz and established 
himself in the Man~6riyya College, being then on!y eleven 

= P. 360 su#ra. 
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).ears of age. H e  found one of the tutors lecturing on the 
ACfiyya of Ibn MBlik, who, on the conclusion of the lecture, 
questioned him as to his aims and adventures, and finally, 
seizing him by the ear and giving it a sharp twist, said, 
0 my son, do not make thyself an Arab Shaykh or seek 
for supremacy, and do not waste thy time ! Do not thus, 
that so perchance thou mayst become a scholar." 

In  this college also the life was hard and the daily 
allowance of food inadequate, and the writer's brother 

wished to return home, but he himself deter- 
SuKerings from 
m,dand,un mined to remain, copying books for a pittance, 

and working almost all night through the hot " - 

weather in a room with closed doors while his fellow- 
students slept on the roof. Often he had neither oil for his 
lamp nor bread to eat, but must work by moonlight, faint 
with hunger, while in the winter mornings his fingers often 
bled with the cold as he wrote his notes. Thus passed two 
or three years more, and, though his eyesight was perma- 
nently affected by the strain to which it was subjected, he 
began to write books himself, a commentary on the Kdjya, 
and another, entitled A4tyid&'Z-labibJ on the Tahdhib 
of Shaykh BahA'uJd-Din Muhammad1. H e  now began 

to extend the range of his studies beyond Arabic grammar, 
and to frequent the lectures of more eminent teachers from 
Baghdad, al-Ahsa and Bahrayn, amongst them Shaykh 

Ja'far al-BahrAni. One day he did not attend 
An exacting this Shaykh's lecture because of the news which Professor. 

had reached him of the death of certain relatives. 
When he reappeared on the following day the Shaykh was 
very angry and refused to give him any further instruction, 
saying, "May God curse my father and mother if I teach 

1 See the Kashfu'l-Hujub, p. 146, No. 725. The author died in 
1031/1621-2. H e  was one of tlie most notable theologians of the reign 
of ShBh 'AbbPs the Great, and is commonly called in Persia "Shaykh-i- 
Bahii'I." See p. 407 infra 

\ 

'I 
4 
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you any more ! Why were you not here yesterday? " And, 
when the writer explained the cause of his absence, he said, 
"You should have attended the lecture, and indulged in 
your mourning afterwards"; and only when the student 
had sworn never to play the truant again whatever might 
happen was he allowed after an interval to resume his 
attendance. Finally he so far won the approval of this 
somewhat exacting teacher that the latter offered him his 
daughter in marriage ; an honour from which he excused 
hin~self by saying, " If God will, after I have finished my 

a : studies and become a Doctor ('dlim), I will marry." Soon 
afterwards the teacher obtained an appointment in India, 
a t  HaydarAbAd in the Deccan. 

Sayyid NiCmatu'llAh remained in Shiriiz for nine years, 
and for the most part in such poverty that often he 

swallowed nothing all day except water. The  
Life or a poor 
student at Shlriz. earlier part of the night he would often spend 

with a friend who lived some way outside the 
town so as to profit by his lamp for study, and thence he 
would grope his way through the dark and deserted bazaars, 
soothing the fierce dogs which guarded their masters' shops, 
to the distant mosque where he lectured before dawn. A t  
his parents' wish he returned home for a while and took to  
himself a wife, but being reproached by a learned man 
whom he visited with abandoning his studies while still ill- 
grounded in the Science of Traditions, he left his parents 
and his wife (he had only been married for three weeks) 
and returned to the Manylriyya College at ShfrAz. Soon 
afterwards, however, it was destroyed by a fire, in which 
one student and a large part of the library perished ; and 
about the same time he received tidings of his father's 
death. These two misfortunes, combined with other cir- 
cumstances, led him to leave Shirziz and go to I~fahiin. 

During his early days a t  I~fahQn he still suffered from 
the same poverty with which he had been only too familiar 
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in the past, often eating salted meat to increase his thirst, 
so that the abundance of water he was thereby 

H e  wins the 
favourorhIullb impelled to drink might destroy his appetite 
M'lhammad ~bq i r - i -~a j l i s f .  for solid food. The  change in his fortune took 

place when he made the acquaintance and 
attracted the notice of that great but fanatical divine MullP 
Muhammad BAqir-i-Majlisi, perhaps the most notable and 
powerful doctor of the Shf'a who ever lived. He  was ad- 
mitted to the house of this famous man and lived with him 
for four years studying theology, and especially the Tradi- 
tions'. Yet in this case familiarity did not breed contempt, 
for, as the author mentions in his Anw&rz~~?~-N~d'77zd?ziyya~, 
though specially favoured by this formidable " Prince of the 
Church," he often, when summoned to his library to converse 
with him, or to help in the compilation of the Bihn'ru'Z- 
Anwdr, would stand trembling outside the door for some 
moments ere he could summon up courage to enter. 

He obtains a 
Thanks to this powerful patronage, however, 

lectureshipat he was appointed lecturer (nzudar~is) in a 
Iafahbn. 

college recently founded by a certain MirzA 
Taqi near the Bath of Shaykh-i-BahA'i in IsfallPn, which 
post he held for eight years, when the increasing weakness 
of his eyes and the inability of the oculists of IsfahPn to 
afford him any relief determined him to set out again on 
his travels. He  visited SAmarrA, ICA~imayn, and other 
holy places in 'IrAq, whence he returned by way of 
Shrishtar to I~fahAn. In 1079/1668-g his brother died, and 
ten years later, when he penned this autobiography, he still 

1 As has been already mentioned (p. 359 szcpma), this powerful pre- 
late was one of the "three Mul~ammads" of the later time, and his 
great work on Shila tradition, the Bifidrc'd-Anwdr, is still accounted 
in Persia the most authoritative work on this subject. 

a See the Kns/tfu"l-1F(2~jt~b, p. 70, No. 328, I have a MS. of this 

work obtained from the late IJAjji 'Abtlu'l-M:tjLd Belshah and now 
bearing the class-mark C. 15. As already noted (p. 361)~  it concludes 
(ff. 329-34) with the Arabic original of the narrative here given. 
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keenly felt this loss. After visiting Mashhad he returned to 
Huwayza, where he was living a somewhat solitary and 
disillusioned life a t  the time of writing (1089/1678-9). Of 
his further adventures I have found no record, but his death 
did not take place until I 130/1718, only four years before 
the disaster which put an end to the Safawl Dynasty. 

I have given in a somewhat compressed form the whole 
of this illuminating narrative, one of those "human docu- 

Value of this ments" which are so rare in Persian books 
<I human (though indeed, as already noted on p. 361, i t  was 
document" 

originally written in Arabic), because it throws 
so much light on the life of the Persian student of theology, 
which, for the rest, vztltatis mzcta?zdzi, closely resembles 
that of the mediaeval European student. W e  see the child 
prematurely torn from the games and amusements suitable 
to his age to  undergo a long, strenuous, and arid course 
of instruction in Arabic grammar and philology, reading 
one grammar after another in an ascending scale of diffi- 
culty, with commentaries, supercommentaries, glosses and 
notes on each; we see him as a boy, now fired with 
ambition, pursuing his studies in theology and law, half- 
starved, suffering alternately from the cold of winter and 
the heat of summer, ruining his eyesight by perusing 
crabbed texts by the fitful light of the moon, and his 
digestion by irregular and unwholesome meals, varied by 
intervals of starvation; cut off from home life and family 
ties; submerged in an ocean of formalism and fanaticism; 
himself in time adding to the piles of glosses and notes 
which serve rather to submerge and obscure than to 
elucidate the texts whereon they are based; and a t  last, if 
fortunate, attracting the favourable notice of some great 
divine, and becoming himself a rnudarris (lecturer), a 
m~ttawnllt (custodian of a shrine), or even a nzu~'takid. 

But if the poor student's path was arduous, the possible 
prizes were great, though, of course, attained only by a few. 
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In the eyes of the Safawi kings the nzzq2alzid was the 
Power and representative of the Expected ImAm, whose 
positionofthe name they never mentioned without adding 
rnujtahids under 
the Safawis and the prayer, "May God hasten his glad advent!" 
their successors. 

('ajala 'ZZdhu faraja-hu !). He had power of life 
and death. HAjji Sayyid Mul!ammad BAqir ibn Muhammad 
Taqi of Rasht, entitled ~ ~ q ~ ~ t ~ ' Z - ~ s Z n ' ~ ~ z  (('the Proof of 
IslAm "), is said to have put to death seventy persons for 
various sins or heresies. On the first occasion, being unable 
to find anyone to execute his sentence, he had to strike the 
first ineffective blow himself, after which someone came to  
his assistance and decapitated the victim, over whose body 
he then recited the funeral prayers, and while so doing 
fainted with emotion1. 

Another nzujtahid, A q ~  Muhammad 'Xli, a contemporary 
of Karim KhAn-i-Zand, acquired the title of Sdfi-hush 
c'the Slifi-slayer") from the number of 'urafa'and damislies 
whom he condemned to death2. 

Another, MullA 'Abdu'llAh-i-Thni, induced ShAh 'AbbAs 
the Great to walk in front of him as he rode through the 
Maydin-i-Sha'h, or Royal Square, of ISfahAns, with the 
object of demonstrating to all men the honour in which 
learning was held. 

MullA Hasan of Yazd, who had invited his fellow-towns- 
men to expel, with every circumstance of disgrace, a 
tyrannical governor, was summoned to T i h r h  by Fath-'AII 
ShAh to answer for his actions, and threatened with the 
bastinado unless he disavowed responsibility for this pro- 
cedure. As he refused to do this, and persisted that he was 
entirely responsible for what had happened, he was actually 
tied up to receive the bastinado, though it was not actually 
inflicted. That night the ShAh was notified in a dream of 
the extreme displeasure with which the Prophet regarded 

1 Qi;nsu'Z-'Ulanzd (Lucknow ed.), p. 138. 
.a Ibid., p. 210. Ibid., part ii, p. 54. 
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the disrespect shown by him to  the exponent of his 
doctrine and law, and hastened next morning to  offer his 
apologies and a robe of honour, which last was refused by 
the indignant ecclesiastic1. 

Mulls Ahmad of Ardabil, called Muqaddas ("the Saint," 
died in 99311 585)' being asked by one of the King's officers 
who had committed some fault to intercede for him, wrote 
to Sh6h 'Abbds the Great in Persian as followsg: 

"Let 'Abbis, the founder of a borrowed empires, know that this 
man, if he was originally an oppressor, now appears to be oppressed; 
so that, if thou wilt pass over his fault, perhaps God (Glorious and 
Exalted is He) may pass over some of thy faults. 

"Written by &mad al-Ardabill, servant of the Lord of Saintship'!' 

T o  this the ShAh 'AbbAs replied : 

" 'Abbds makes representation that he accepts as a spiritual favour 
and has fulfilled the services which you enjoined on him. Do not for- 
get [me] your friend in your prayers ! 

"Written by 'AbbPs, the dog of 'All's threshold." 

Qi:asu'Z-'Ulamcf (Lucknow ed.), pp. 99-100. 
This and the following anecdote are from the ~~aasu'Z-'UZamcf 

(TihrPn ed., p. 260; Lucknow ed., p. 132). 
Because it really belongs to the Expected ImPm, and is only held 

by the ShAh as his trustee and vice-gerent. 
* Xe. 'Ali ibn Abl TAlib, the First ImPm. 
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Another mujtahid of Ardabil entitled Muhaqqiq ("the 
Investigator " or " Verifier ") wrote on behalf of certain 
Sayyids to Sh ih  Tahmhp,  who, on receiving the letter, 
rose to his feet, placed it on his eyes, and kissed it, and 
gave the fullest satisfaction to its demands. Then, because 
the letter addressed him as " 0 brother" (Ayyzrhn'Z-Akh), 
the ShQh caused it to be placed with his winding-sheet and 
ordered that it should be buried with him, "in order that," 
said he, " I  may argue with the Angels of the Tomb, 
Munkir and Nakir, that I should not be subjected to their 
torment." 

Still more extraordinary is another anecdote in the same 
work1 of how Prince Mul~ammad 'Ali Mirzb gave a thou- 

A mansion in 
sand tdnzdns to each of two nzujtahids in 

Paradise bought return for a paper, duly signed and sealed, 
by a Prince. promising him a place in Paradise. One of 
them (Sayyid Rid i  ibn Sayyid Mahdi) hesitated to do this, 
but the Prince said, "Do  you write the document and get 
the doctors of KarbalQ and Najaf to witness it, and I will 
get it (i.e. the mansion in Paradise) from God Most High." 

Many similar anecdotes might be cited, besides numerous 
miracles (kardmdt) ascribed to most of the leading divines, 
but enough has been said to show the extraordinary power 
and honour which they enjoyed. They were, indeed, more 
powerful than the greatest Ministers of State, since they 
could, and often did, openly oppose the Shah and overcome 
him without incurring the fate which would almost in- 

evitably have overtaken a recalcitrant Minister. 
Modern 
instancesor Nor is this a thing of the past, as is abundantly 
clerical power. shown by the history of the overthrow of the 
Tobacco Concession in I 890-1, which was entirely effected, 
in the teeth of the NQ~iru'd-Din Shbh and his Court, and 
the British Legation, by the ntzrjtakids, headed by HQjji 
Mlrzb Hasan-i-Shirbzl and Hdjji Mirzb Hasan-i-AshtiyAnl, 

1 Qi~asu'l-'Ulamd, ed. Lucknow, p. 32. 
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inspired and prompted by that extraordinary man Sayyid 
Jamdlu'd-Din miscalled "the Afghbnl." D r  Feuvrier, the 
Shill's French physician, who was in TihrAn a t  the time, 
gives a graphic account of this momentous struggle in his 
Tvois Ans d la Cow de Pevse? I have described it fully in 
my Persian Revolzition of ~ p o g - ~ p o g ~ ,  and also the still 
more important part played by Mulld Muhammad K+im 
of KhurisAn and other patriotic mzq2ahids' in the Persian 
struggle for freedom and independence in the first decade 
of this century of our era. Mull4 Muhammad Kdzim, a 
noble example of the patriot-priest, deeply moved by the 
intolerable tyranny and aggression of the then government 
of Russia, formally proclaimed a ~Yhdd, or religious war, 
against the Russians on December I I, 191 I, and was setting 
out from Karbalg for Persia in pursuance of this object 
when he died very suddenly on the following day, the 
victim, as was generally believed, of poison6. H e  was not 
the only ecclesiastical victim of patriotism, for the Thiqatu'Z- 
Isldnz was publicly hanged by the Russians a t  Tabrlz on 
the [Ashdrd, or 10th of Muharram, 1330 (January I, I ~ I Z ) ~ ,  
a sacrilegious act only surpassed by the bombardment three 
months later of the shrine of the ImAm R i d i  a t  Mashhad, 
which many Persians believe to have been avenged by the 
fate which subsequently overtook the Tsar and his family 
a t  the hands of the Bolsheviks. 

The  mujtakids and mzbZZds, therefore, are a great, though 
probably a gradually decreasing force, in Persia, and con- 
cern themselves with every department of human activity, 

1 For a full account of him, see my Persian Revolution, ch. i, pp. 
1-30 etc. 

2 Paris, n.d., ch. v, pp. 307-349. 
3 Ch. ii, pp. 31-58. 

Ibid, p. 262 etc. For facsimiles of fatwd and letter, see pp. 421-4. 
"ee my Press and Poetry of Modern Persia, p. 334. 

/bid, pp. 335-6, and also my pamphlet entitled The Reip oj 
Terror at T a b h  (October, 191 2). 
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from the minutest details of personal purification to the 
largest issues of politics. I t  is open to any 

The fafwd. 
Shi'a Muslim to submit any problem into the 

solution of which religious considerations enter (and they 
practically enter everywhere) to a nzzqyahid, and to ask for 
a formal decision, or fatwdJ conformable to the principles 
of Shi'a doctrine. Such fatwd may extend to the denuncia- 
tion of an impious or tyrannical king or minister as an 
infidel (takffr), or the declaration that anyone who fights 
for him is as one who fights against the Hidden ImAm. 
The fact that the greatest mzqlahids generally reside 
at  Najaf or KarbalA, outside Persian territory, greatly 
strengthens their position and conduces to their immunity. 
T o  break or curb their power has been the aim of many 
rulers in Persia before and after the Safawfs, but such 
attempts have seldom met with more than a very transient 

success, for the nzzdllds form a truly national 
The better side class, represent in great measure the national 

outlook and aspirations, - and have not unfre- 
quently shielded the people from the oppression of their 
governors. And although their scholarship is generally of 
a somewhat narrow kind, it is, so far as it goes, sound, 
accurate, and even in a sense critical. The finest Persian 
scholar I know, Mirzi Muhammad ibn 'Abdu'l-WahhAb of 
Qazwin, is one who has superimposed on this foundation 
a knowledge of European critical methods acquired in 
England, France and Germany. 

On the other hand, apart from corruption, fanaticism and 
other serious faults, many of the 'ulamd are prone to  petty 

The worse side : 
jealousy and mutual disparagement. A well- 

jealousy and known anecdote, given by Malcolm1 and in the 
vulgar abuse. Qi~apJ l - '  Ulavzd2, shows that great doctors like 
MLr DAm4d and Shaykh Bahb'u'd-Din al-'Amili could rise 

1 History of Persia (ed. 18 I 5), vol. i, pp. 258-9. 
Lucknow ed., second part, pp. 26-7 ; TihrLn ed., p. 181. 
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above such ignoble feelings ; but, as the author of the latter 
work complains, their less magnanimous colleagues were 
but too prone to call one another fools and asses, to the 
injury of their own class and the delight of irreligious lay- 
men. Nor was this abuse rendered less offensive by being 
wrapped up in punning and pedantic verses like this1 : 

"Thou art not worthy to be advanced; nay, thou art nothing more 
than half of the opposite of 'advanced' ! " 

The opposite of"  advanced " (mzqnddam) is " postponedJJ 
(rnu'aMK/Ear), and the second half of the latter word, khar, 
is the Persian for an ass. This is a refined specimen of 
mzrZldsJ wit: for a much coarser one the curious reader may 
refer to  an interchange of badinage between Mulld MirzA 
Muhammad-i-ShirwAnl the Turk and Aq6 Jamel of Isfahdn 
recorded in the Qi~a~u'G'UZama'~. That  some mzcllds had 
the sense to recognize their own rather than their neigh- 
bours' limitations is, however, shown by a pleasant anecdote 
related in the same workS of Jamglu'd-Din Muhammad ibn 
Husayn-i-Khwinsarf. As a judge he was in receipt of a 
salary of four thousand ilr'mdns a year. One day four 
persons successively put to him four questions, to each of 
which he replied, " I do not know." A certain high official 
who was present said to him, "You receive from the King 
four thousand Mmcinr to  know, yet here to  everyone who 
asks you a question you reply ' I do  not know."' " I receive 
these four thousand tzimd~zs," replied the muZZd, "for those 
things which I do know. If I required a salary for what I 
do not know, even the Royal Treasury would be unable to 
pay it." 

1 Qi~a;u'l-'Ulamd, Lucknow ed., second part, p. 165; TihrAn ed., 
p. 281. 

Ibid, Lucknow ed., second part, p. 52; Tihrln ed., pp. 200-1. 
3 Ibid., Lucknow ed., second part, p. 50; TihrPn ed., p. rgg.  
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Jurisprudence ( A h )  and theology ('nqd'id), with the 
ancillary sciences, all of which are based on a thorough 

knowledge of the Arabic language, normally 
Akkbrthand ufu.ci+. constitute the chief studies of the "clergy," 

though naturally there is a certain tendency to 
a more specialization, the qddt, or ecclesiastical judge, bein, 

concerned withfiqh, and the theologian proper with doctrine. 
We must also distinguish between the prevalent UsziZi and 
the once important but now negligible Akhbdri school, 
between whom bitter enmity subsisted. The former, as 
their name implies, follow the general "principles" (zc~zil) 
deducible from the Qz~r'dyr and accredited traditions, and 
employ analogy (qzjds) in arriving at their conclusions. 
The latter follow the traditions (nkhbdr) only, and re- 
pudiate analogical reasoning. Mull& Muhammad Amin ibn 
Muhammad Sharif of AstarAbAd, who died in 1033/1623-4, 
is generally accounted the founder of the Akhbrt~i  school, 
and was, according to the Lzi'Zzizi'atu'Z-Ba&l-nynl, "the first to 
open the door of reproach against the MzGtahids, so that the 
' Saved Sect' (a[-Fi?,qatzr'n-Nnj'i~~a, i.e. the Shi'a of the Sect 
of the Twelve) became divided into Akh(ld7,is and Muj- 
tahids," and the contents of his book aGFawd'idu'Z-Mada- 
ntjyal consist for the most part of vituperation of the 
Jlzq'tahids, whom he often accused of "destroying the true 
Religion." A later doctor of this school, MirzA Muhammad 
Akhbdrf of Bahrayn, entertained so great a hatred for the 
Mzq2ahids that he promised Fath-'Ali ShAh that he would 

" Envodtement" 
in forty days cause to be brought to TihrAn the 

ofa Russian head of a certain Russian general who was a t  
general. that time invading and devasting the frontier 
provinces of Persia, on condition that Fath-'Ali ShAh would, 
in case of his success, " abrogate and abandon the Mzrjtahids, 

Bombay lith., p. 122. 

2 See the Kashfu'l-flujztb, p. 406, No. 2242. The author wrote the 
book at Mecca two years before his death 

i 
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extirpate and eradicate them root and branch, and make 
the AKhbrirt doctrine current throughout all the lands of 
Persia." The ShAh consented, and thereupon the AKkbdyi 
doctor went into retirement for forty days, abstained from 
all animal food, and proceeded to practise the "envodte~ent" 
of the Russian general, by making a wax figure of him and 
decapitating it with a sword. According to the story, the 
head was actually laid before the Shdh just as the period of 
forty days was expiring, and he thereupon took council 
with his advisers as to what he should do. These replied, 
"the sect of the Mz~/Iahids is one which hath existed from 
the time of the Imdms until now, and they are in the right, 
while the AKhb~fd sect is scanty in numbers and weak. 
Moreover it is the beginning of the QAjAr dynasty, You 
might, perhaps, succeed in turning the people from the 
doctrine [to which they are accustomed], but this might be 
the cause of disastrous results to the King's rule, and they 
might rebel against him. Moreover it might easily happen 
that MirzA Muhammad should be annoyed with you, arrive 
a t  an understanding with your enemy, and deal with you 
as he dealt with the Russian 'lsh~zlkhturl.' The  wisest course 
is that you should propitiate him, excuse yourself to him, 
and order him to retire to the Holy Thresholds (KarbalP or 

1 Qi~a;u'Z-'UZamd, TihrAn ed., p. 132; Lucknow ed., pp. 188-9. The 
Russian general is here called Is/iPukAtur (*I), which, as my 
friend M. V. Minorsky informs me, represents "Inspector" (pro- 
nounced I$extor), and is, perhaps, influenced in its form by the popu- 
lar etymology J)> t~r &I (in Ottoman Turkish=>> 69 &I) 

invented by the Turkish-speaking Adharb~~jAnis, meaning L1 his work 
is dirt." M. Minorsky further informed me that this general's real 
name was Tsitsianoff, that he was a Georgian, and that the phrase 

/ 
l6 Have you brought the Inspector's head?" (GJ,j b-1 ?r 6) 
is still used proverbially to one who presents himself in great huny 
and excitement, as though in fulfilment of some very important com- 
mission. 
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Najaf) and stay there ; for it is not expedient for the State 
that such a person should remain in the capital." This 
advice Fath-'Ali ShAh decided to follow. 

The  very dry, narrow and formal divines are called by 
the Persians Qidg~i(1iterally " Huslters," i.e. esternalists), and 

to these the Akhbd~ts  in particular belong, but 
also many of the U;2iZis, like Mirzd IbrAhim, theologians. 
the son of the celebrated Mull& SadrA, one of 

the teachers of Sayyid Nilmatu'llAh JazA'iri, who used to 
glory in the fact that his belief was that of the common 
people, and Mulld 'Ali NGri, who used to pray that God 
would keep him in the current popular faith1. 011 the other 
hand we have the more liberal-minded divines, whose 

Latitudinarians. 
theology was tinctured with Philosophy or 
Slifiism, the Mutakallinzzin, who strove to re- 

concile Philosophy with Religion and closely resemble the 
School-men of mediaeval Europe, and finally the pure 
philosophers, like the celebrated Mullh SadrA of ShirAz, 
who, however little their ultimate conclusions accorded with 
orthodox theology, had generally had the training of the 
'zclamd and were drawn from the same class. 

The literature produced by this large and industrious 
body of men, both in Arabic and Persian, is naturally 

enormous, but the bulk of it is so dull or so 
Literary 
fecundity of technical that no one but a very leisured and 
the 'ulamd. very pious Shi'a scholar would dream of reading 
it. The  author of the Q+n~~/'Z-~UZarna' remarks2 that the 
'ula?nd often live to a very advanced age, and as their habits 
are, as a rule, sedentary and studious, and they devote a 
large portion of their time to writing, it is not unusual to 
find a single author credited with one or two hundred books 

1 Qi~a~u'l-'Ulamd, TihrAn ed., p. 248; Lucknow ed., second part, 
p. 107. 

"ucknow ed., p. 65. 
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and pamphlets. Thus the author of the Qi~su'G'Ulamd 
enumerates 169 of his own works, besides glosses, tracts 
and minor writings1; of those of Mull& Muhsin-i-Fayd 
(Fay?), 69 by name, but he adds that the total number is 
nearly 2003 ; of those of Muhammad ibn 'Ali .. . ibn Bfiba- 
wayhi, entitled as-Sadu'q, 189'; and so on. Many of these 
writings are utterly valueless, consisting of notes or glosses 
on super-commentaries or commentaries on texts, gram- 
matical, logical, juristic or otherwise, which texts are com- 
pletely buried and obscured by all this misdirected ingenuity 
and toil. I t  was of this class of writings that the late Grand 
Mufti of Egypt and Chancellor of al-Azhar Shaykh Mu- 
hammad 'Abduh, one of the most able and enlightened 
Muhammadan divines of our time, was wont to  say that 
they ought all to be burned as hindrances rather than aids 
to learning. 

The  works on Jurisprudence (Fiqh) also, even the best, are 
as a rule very unreadable to a non-Muslim. What is taught 

in English universities as " Muhammadan Law" 
Jurisprudence 
W P ~ .  is, of course, only a portion of the subject as 

understood in the Lands of IslAm. The  Shavi'at, 
or Holy Law, includes not only Civil and Criminal Law, 
but such personal religious obligations as Prayer and the 
Purifications necessary for its due performance ; Alms ; 
Fasting; Pilgrimage; and the Holy War Vihdd), which 
subjects, with their innumerable ramifications and the hair- 
splitting casuistry applied to  all sorts of contingencies arising 
from them, constitute perhaps one half of the whole. I t  is 
curious that, in spite of the neglect of Shf'a theology by 
European Orientalists, one of the best European books on 
Muhammadan Jurisprudence treats of Shi'a Law. This is 
M. AmddCe Querry's Droit MzcszcZman: Recueil de Lois 

Qi~a;u'l-'Ulamct, Lucknow ed., pp. 77-85. 
1 W ,  second part, pp. I 12-16. 

a Ibid, second part, pp. 183-6. 
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corzcevnant Zes MztsuZ?jzans Schyifesl ; and the European 
reader who wishes to form an idea of the subject, with all 
its intricate, and, to the non-Muslim mind, puerile and even 
disgusting details, cannot do better than consult this monu- 
mental work, which is based on the S/iardyi'u'l-Zsld?7z fi 
masdJiZi'Z-HaZdZ wa'l-Nardm2 of the celebrated Shi'a doctor 
Najmu'd-Din Abu'l-QAsim Ja'far ibn al-Hasan . . . al-Hill!, 
commonly called al-Mufiaqpiq al-AwwnC (" the First 
VerifierJJ or " Investigator "), who died in 67611277-8. 
Other works of authority, enumerated in the Preface (vol. i, 
p. vii) were also consulted, as well as leading contemporary 
Persian jurists, by M. Querry, whose twenty-five years' so- 
journ in Turkey and Persia, where he occupied important 
official positions, such as counsellor of the French Legation 
at Tihrdn, singularly fitted him for the arduous task which 
he so ably accomplished. An excellent Index of Arabic 
technical terms explained in the course of the book greatly 
enhances its value. 

Mention should be made in this connection of a Persian 
catechism on problems of jurisprudence (fiph) entitled 

Su'dZ u Jazurfb (" Question and Answer "), by 
Sddl  uJawdb. 

the eminent mzrjtahid HAjji Sayyid Muhammad 
Biiqir, whose severity in enforcing the death-penalty in 
cases where it is enacted by the Ecclesiastical Law has been 
already mentioneds. This work, composed subsequently 
to 123611 820, was very beautifully printed in I 247/1832, 
apparently at  I~fahAn, under the supervision of MirzA 
~a~nu ' l - 'Abid in  of Tabriz, " the introducer of this art into 
Persia." I t  comprises 162 ff. of 29.6 x 20'5 c. and 28 lines, 
and the letters (su'a'ZJ6'question") and c (jawa'b, "answer") 

1 Two vols. of pp. viiif 768 and 669 respectively 
neuve, 1871-2). 

9 See p. 54, n. 3, sujra. 
See p. 368 supru. His life is given very fully 

Ulanrrf (Lucknow ed., pp. 129-78). 

(Paris, Maison- 

in the Qi~a-w'l- 
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are throughout inserted by hand in red. I possess only one 
volume, which was to have been followed by a second, but 
whether this was ever completed I do not know'. The  
topics are arranged in the usual order, beginning with the 
personal obligations of purification, prayer, alms, fasting 
and pilgrimage, and ending with the Kitd6u11- Wadt'at, 
dealing with objects deposited in trust in the hands of 
another. An Introduction on "Principles" (UsziZ) is pre- 
fixed to the whole, and in each book, or section, various 
problems connected with the topic in question are pro- 
pounded, with the author's decisions, the whole in the form 
of dialogue. Thus the Introduction begins abruptly, with- 
out any doxology, with the following question : 
Q. " If a person follows the opinions of one of the wllj- 

tahids (may God increase the like of them !) during the life 
of that mujtakid, is it lawful after his death for that person 
to  continue to follow him and act according to  his sayings, 
or not?" 

The  answer, which fills nearly a page, is to the effect that 
it is not lawful so to  do, and that the person in question 
should transfer his allegiance to  some other mujtahid. 
Numerous authorities are cited in support of this view, 
amongst them Muhammad BAqir (presumably al-Majlisi), 
Sayyid Muhammad Mahdi, the " Second Martyr " (ash- 
Skahidtl'th-Tkdnt), and the " Second Verifier " or " In- 
ves tigator " (aGMuFaqqiqzl'th- Thcilzi). 

The  "books," or sections, are of very unequal length, 
that on Prayer occupying nearly 70 K, and other "books," 
including the last, on Trusts, only half a page. Of the 
latter, which contains only two questions and their answers, 
the full translation is a s  follows : 

1 The British Museum Library also possesses only this one volume. 
See E. Edwards's Cafalogue (1922), col. 458. The Qi~asu'l-'Ulamd 
gives 1227/1812 as the date of composition, but on f. 2gb of the text, 
line 2, Mubarram 1236/0ct. 1820 is mentioned as the current date. 
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Q.-"Zaydl sends an article in trust to a trustee, bidding him give 
it to So-and-so. After the arrival of the article, the trustee learns for 
certain that the article entrusted to him belongs to 'Amrl, and that 
the hand of the sender, etc., is the hand of borrowing and usurpation. 
Moreover 'Amr lays claim to the trust. saying, ' This trust committed 
to thee is my property.' The trustee also admits the validity of his 
claim to the property, but says, ' H e  sent it to me to give it to So-and- 
so;  I will not give it to thee.' Has 'Amr legally power to assume 
possession of the property and take it from the trustee, or not?  And 
to whom should the trustee surrender the trust, so that he  may be 
cleared of all further responsibility ? " 

A.-" If what has been penned actually corresponds with the facts 
of the case, that is to say, if the trustee knows that the property be- 
longs to 'Amr, and that the hand of the sender of it is the hand of 
usurpation and violence, it is incumbent on the said trustee to sur- 
render such property to its owner, whether the sender gives permission 
for such surrender or not. For such trustee to say to 'Amr, having 
knowledge of the fact that the said property really belongs to him, 
' I will not give it to thee, in view of the fact that the sender of it bade 
me give it to So-and-so, not to thee,' is incompatible with the functions 
of a trustee, and is not conformable to the Holy Law." 
Q.-(' If Zayd shall have deposited an article in trust with 'Amr, and 

if nearly seventeen years shall have passed, and if, notwithstanding 
'Amr's urgent insistance with Zayd that he should remove the said 
article, he neglects to do so, and the said article, without any excess 
or defect of action2 [on 'Amr's part], perishes, is 'Amr liable to any 
penalty, or not 1" 

A.-'' Provided the details as set forth in writing correspond with 
the facts, there will be no penalty." 

This sample of Shi'a jurisprudence must suffice, but such 
as desire a further illustration of the matters which pre- 
occupy the minds of these jurisconsults and doctors may 
with profit read the narrative of the trial of the BAb at 
Tabriz for heresy about A.D. 1848, of which an account, 

1 'Amr and Zayd in Muslim jurisprudence correspond to "John 
DoeP1 and "Richard Roe" of English law-books; in grammar to 
Balbus and Caius; and in conlmon speech to "Tom, Dick, and 
Harry." 

2 f.8. without any fault of commission or omission on his part. 
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based on the principal Persian narratives, will be found in 
vol. ii of my Travellegs Navrative, pp. 277-90. 

We turn now to the more interesting subject of Shi'a 
theology, which has hitherto hardly attracted the attention 

Popular 
it deserves from European Orientalists, and can 

theological only receive brief and inadequate treatment 
doctrine. 

here. I t  must suffice to sketch in outline the 
current popular creed, without considering its evolution 
from early times, and to mention a few of the chief doctrinal 
works written in Persian during or since the Safawi period. 
For the purpose of this outline, however, I choose not one of 
the larger, more authoritative and more famous books like 
the flappu'l- Yaqtn (" Certain Truth ") of Mulld Muhammad 

BPqir-i-Majlisf, but a little manual entitled 
Aqd'idu'sh 'Aqd'idu'sh-Shtca (" Beliefs of the Shi'a ") com- 
Skf a. 

posed during the reign of Muhammad Shdh 
QPjAr (before the middle of the nineteenth century of our 
era) by a certain 'Ali A ~ g h a r  ibn 'Alf Akbar, and litho- 
graphed in Persia without indication of place or date. This 
work, comprising 438 (unnumbered) pages, consists of an 
Introduction (Mupaddama), five sections called Mishkrtt, 
and a Conclusion (Kha'tima). The contents are briefly as 
follows : 

Introduction (Muqaddama). 
Sets forth that God has not created mankind in vain, 

but that they should worship and serve Him, and reap the 
recompense of their actions in the next world. He  has sent, 
to make known to them His Will and Law, numerous 
prophets, of whom Muhammad is the last and greatest. 
He  left behind him the Scripture (the QuJdn) and his holy 
descendants and representatives for the continued guidance 
of mankind. In these days of the Greater Occultation 
(Ghnybat-i-Kubvrf)' wherein we live, the true faith is deduced 

This began in 2601873-4, when the  Twelfth and last Imim dis- 
appeared, to return in "the Last Time " 
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from the Qtdcfrz and the sayings and traditions of the Holy 
ImAms. According to these, three things are required of 
us : ( I )  heartfelt belief; (2) oral confession ; (3) certain pre- 
scribed acts. These are ascertained either by personal 
investigation and "endeavour" (tjtihdd), or by adopting 
the opinions of such investigator (~nz~tahid)  by conformity 
to his authority (taqltd). The author concludes by enume- 

rating a number of heresies to be avoided,such as 
Various heresies 
denounced. Pantheism (zua,'zdntu'Gzuz~~~id); Apotheosis and 

Incarnation (itti4ad wa /zuZziZ) ; Determinism or 
Fatalism   jab^) ; An tinomianism (suqfit-i-'ibn'ddt) consequent 
on self-mortification and discipline (rrzjd4dt); Communism 
(ibdhnt)'; Gzification and adoration of the Imdms ; denial of 
the Resurrection of the body, or of any future life; sanction 
of the use of musical instruments, and of narcotic or 
intoxicating substances ; Metempsychosis (ta~zhukh) ; An- 
thropomorphism (tashbih), and the like. 

Mishk6t I (pp. 7-28), in four sections (Mi~bdfi). 

What is to be believed concer~ting the Essence a n d  
A ttributes of God. 

Belief in the Unity of God (tazu4id) is fourfold, namely: 
Section i. Unity of the Divine Essence ( Tazuhid-i-Dkdti). 

God is One, without partner, peer or equal; Holy; Perfect; 

The Divine 
Free from defect; not composite, or capable of 

Essence and being so conceived, imagined, or apprehended ; 
Attributes 

neither Body, nor Light, nor Substance, nor 
Accident ; not located, nor born, nor producing offspring; 
Invisible both in this world and the next', even to  the 

1 Communism was preached in Persia in S5sAnian times (sixth 
Christian century) by hlazdak. From his time until that of the Bdbfs 
this accusation has been brought against many heterodox sects. 

2 Hiifi? has accordingly been blamed by one of his critics for the 
verse : 
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Prophets, Imims and Saints, but known to us only by 
His acts and the signs of His Power; neither eating, nor 
drinking, nor clothing Himself; exernpt from anger, vexa- 
tion, pain, joy, height, depth, change, progression, or retro- 
gression ; Eternal and absolutely independent of all else. 
His Attributes are identical with His Essence, not added 
to or superimposed on His Essence. These Attributes are 
for the most part negative, and are called SzJidt-i-Salbzyya 
or " Privative Attributes." 

Here again the author digresses to  denounce various 
heresies of the Sfifis, especially the idea that beautiful 

persons are especially the Mirrors or Tabernacles 
$MIS d r  
nounced. of God, and the doctrine of Pantheism ( Wahda- 

tu'l- Wzcjlid), according to  which the relation of 
Phenomena to Absolute Being is similar to  that between 
the Waves and the Sea, or to sunlight passing through 
windows of variously coloured glass. 

Section ii. Unily of the D i v i ~ e  Attribzltes (Tazerhfd-i- 
Szydti). These Attributes are of several kinds, namely 

(I) " Essential Attributes " (Sz5dt-i-L)hdti)l, to 
TazufizV-G 
$ijdl/ .  wit, Life, Power, with its derivative Speech, and 

Knowledge, with its derivatives Will and Com- 
prehension. T o  these six some theologians add Eternity 
and Truth, but these, like Speech, Will and Comprehension, 
are Secondary Attributes, while Life, Power and Know- 
ledge are primary. (2) The  " Privative" or "Negative 
Attributes" (Szydt-i-SaZbtjya), also called the "Attributes 
of Glory " ( l a i d )  as  opposed to " Perfection " (Kamd)  and 

'LIJ>> Jlr-, l;j& as .=.zlb 3kr. '&I 
I 

'* d> ,otlc"3 3 A *J CSj9J 

''This borrowed spirit which the Friend hath entrusted to HBfi?, one 
day I shall see His Face and surrender it to Him.n 

1 Or "Positive" (Thubrif&ya), or .$z~dt-i-KamdZ, "Attributes of Per- 
fection." 
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"Beauty" (JnmdZ), are seven qualities from which God is 
exempt, namely, Compositeness, Corporeality, Visibility, 
Locality, Association or Partnership, Unreality, and Need. 
(3) " Effective Attributes " (Szydt-i-Fi'Zi), or " Attributes of 
Beauty" (Sqdt-i-JauzdZ), are acts which may be ascribed or 
not ascribed to God at different times and in different 
circumstances, like " the ProviderJ' (Rdziq), " the CreatorJ) 
(KhdZiq), " the Merciful, the Compassionate " (Ra/zvzctlt, 
Rahim), "the Bounteous " (Jnwdd), and so forth. In this 
section reference is made to other views entertained by the 
Ash'aris, the Mu'tazila, the ICirAmis, al-Balkhf, an-NajjAr, 
Hasan of Ba~ra ,  etc. 

Section iii. Creative Ufzity of God (Tnw?zfd-i-IGnlqf). 
God alone can create, and it is heresy to believe with the 

Zoroastrians that God creates only what is good, 
and the Devil what is evil. But God can and 

Walqf. 

does use means to this end, and can delegate 
His creative powers to Angels or other agents. "The  good 
or evil manifested through God's plenipotentiary servants1 
is not God's act but their act, wherefore they are the re- 
cipients of reward or punishment, by reason of the option 
which they enjoy, so that they themselves, by their own 

This passage is so important in connection with the doctrine of 
Free Will and Predestination that I give it in the original : 
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volition, do those things which God hath commanded or 
forbidden. For although they act by virtue of a power and 
strength which they do not in themselves possess, but which 
God hath conferred upon them, yet, since H e  hath given 
them this option, H e  hath also assigned to them rewards 
and punishments. Yet God is the Creator of Good and 
Evil, while His servant is but the agent and doer thereof. 
Since, however, this treatise is designed for the common 
people, it would be out of place for us to discuss this matter 
[more fully] here." 

The  author next proceeds to refute certain opinions 
entertained by the extreme Shi'a (Ghult) ,  such as that 'Ali 

can create, with or without God's permission; 
Refi~tation of ,,,,,,, or that he is the "Assigner of Daily BreadJJ 

(QLisimuJZ-Arzdq); or that God obtained his per- 
mission to  create the universe; or that he put his hand 
under his prayer-mat and brought forth in it the heavens 
and the earth. I t  may, however, be believed, as is implied 
in sundry traditions, that on the Day of Judgement God 
will leave " the Reckoning" with 'Ali or other of the ImAms, 
and will accept their intercession, and the like. Hence 'A1I 
is entitled " the Face of GodJ'  ( Wajhu'ZZdh), " the  Hand of 
God " ( Yadu'lZdh), " the Gate of God " (Bdbu'ZZdh), and the 
like. 

I t  is also necessary to believe in al-Bidrt, or God's sovereign 
Will, that H e  does what H e  pleases; and that H e  can create 
what H e  pleases "without material or period " (biZd nzcidda 
wa mudda), that is, from nothing in the twinkling of an eye. 

Section iv. Ufzity of Worsh@ (Tawbid-i-'Ibda'ati). \Vor- 
ship is the exclusive prerogative of God, and of the Divine 

Essence, not of the Attributes. T o  worship an 
Tawhfd-1- 
~1b&fr. Attribute or Name (such as "the Word of God") 

apart from the Essence is unbelief, while to 
worship an Attribute in conjunction with the Essence is 
polytheism. This is of two sorts, patent and latent. The  

B. P. L. 25 
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former includes the external worship of idols, trees, stars, 
the sun and moon, fire and human beings ; or of symbols, 
such as crucifixes or pictures of holy persons; the latter 
includes excessive devotion to wife or child, or worldly 
wealth, or ambition, or hypocritical ostentation of piety. 
The visitation ~f the Ka'ba a t  Mecca and the Tombs of the 
Holy Imsms is, however, permitted ; as also bowing down 
before kings or holy and learned men, provided there be not 
actual prostration (sujdd), and that no worship be intended. 

Mishkht 11 (pp. 28-31). 

What is to be believed colzcer7zirzg the Izrstice of God. 
" I t  is necessary to believe that God is just, not a tyrant, 

and that a t  no time hath H e  acted, or dot11 H e  or will H e  
act, unjustly towards any one. This is a funda- 
mental article of our Faith, and whosoever holds 
the contrary is eternally damned." Thus begins 

this section, of which the most interesting portion again 
deals with the question of Free Will and Predestination. 
" I t  is also necessary to believe that God neither compels 
His creatures to act in a given way   jab^, ',compulsion '), 
nor allows them unrestricted choice (~qfwZ&), but pursues a 
course intermediate between these two : that is to say that 
H e  has created them equally capable of both good and evi1,so 
that they neither act under such compulsion that their deeds 
are in reality God's deeds, nor can they do what they do by 
their own strength and power without God's assistance. 
The  former belief is Determinism or Fatalism (jabr) and 
the latter Free Will (tufwid). The correct view is that, 
whatever they do, they do voluntarily, not by compulsion 
and constraint, although God furnishes them with the power, 
means, and instruments, and has indicated to them the paths 
of good and evil, so that whoever elects to do good becomes 
deserving of reward, while he who elects to do evil becomes 
deserving of punishment." 
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The author illustrates this by the example of a carpenter's 
apprentice, who, having been taught his craft and furnished 
with the necessary tools, is bidden by his master to make a 

I window of a certain size and description. If instead of this I 
I he makes a door, he cannot excuse himself by pleading 

that his master taught him the craft and gave him the tools 
which enabled him to make the door. Such is the case of 
man if he misuses the powers and limbs which God hath 
given him. Here follows the well-known story1 of the 
sceptic whose three questions were answered by a damtsh  
who struck him on the head with a clod, but here Ab6 
Hanifa and BuhlGl (the "wise fool 'I) take the parts of the 
sceptic and the darwtsh respectively. 

The  author's theory that God created the hearts of 
believers, unbelievers, and waverers each from a different 
clay, " Ihowing before H e  created them that the believer 
by reason of his belief would be good, and the unbeliever 
by reason of his unbelief bad, and so creating each of the 
appropriate substance, so that there might be no question 
of compulsion" (jabr), is not very convincing. 

MishkAt I11 (pp. 32-45). 

On tAe Praphetic Function, geaeral and speciaL! 

Section i. The xene~a l  PropAetic Function (Nzrbuwwat- 
i-',dt?zmn). The  number of the true prophets antecedent to  

Muhammad, "the Seal of the Prophets and the 
The Prophetic 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ .  last of them," is variously stated as from 140 to 

124,000. I t  is necessary to believe that these, 
whatever their actual number, were true and immaculate 
(ma'~zim), that is, that during the whole of their lives they 
were guilty of no sin, major or minor; that they all 
enunciated the same essential truths; and that the revela- 

It  is included in the extracts at the end of Forbes's Persian Gram- 
nmr, NO. 67, pp. r v - r ~ .  - . ' . 
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tions which they received were essentially identical, though 
in detail the later abrogate the earlier, to  wit, the Qur'cin 
the Gospel, and the Gospel the Pentateuch (Tawrkt). 
These three, together with the Psalms of David (Zubzjr) 
and the Books of Abraham (Sz@uf), are the principal 
Scriptures, but the total number of revealed books is esti- 
mated by some as 104 and by others as 124. Of the 
Prophets sent to all mankind (mzcrsal) four (Adam, Seth, 
Enoch or Idris and Noah) were Syrians ; five (HGd, Silih, 
Shu'ayb, Ishmael and Muhammad) were Arabs, and the 
remainder of the Children of Israel. The five great Prophets 
called Ulu'l-'Azm are Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and 
Muhammad. 

Section ii. The Special Prophetic Fzrnction [of Mu&nm- 
mad] (Nubzrwwat-i-I<hd;~a). I t  is necessary to believe 

The Prophet- 
that Muhammad was the last of all the Prophets, 

hood of and that anyone after him who claims to be a 
Muhammad. prophet is an unbeliever and should be killed 
by the Muslims. Also that in every virtue and excellence 
he surpasses all other beings ; that his " Light" (Nzir-i- 
MuFarnmad) was created thousands of years before all 
other creatures ; that he was sent not only to all mankind 
but to  the Jirm ; and that his doctrine and law abrogate all 
preceding ones. 

Section iii. What is to be believed tozrching the Qur'An. 
I t  is the last and greatest of revealed Scriptures, abrogating 

all others, and is the miracle of Muhammad, 
The Qur'dn. though not the product of his mind; it is 
temporal (Fadith), not eternal (gndinr) ; was revealed in the 
pure Arabic language (as were all the Scriptures, though 
each prophet received his revelation in the language of his 
people), and was sent down on the Laylatrr'GQadr ("Night 
of Worth") in its entirety from the Preserved Tablet 
(Lawb-i-Ma&%?), but was revealed by Gabriel in instal- 
ments, as occasion arose, over a period of 23 years. 

I 

\I 
\ 

1 
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Neither men nor j inn, though all should combine, can 
produce the like of the Qur'dn, or even one chapter or 
verse of it. I t  contains all truth and all knowledge, and the 
full interpretation of it is known only to God, the Prophet, 
and the Imims, and those "firmly established in Knowledge" 
to whom they have imparted it. The  original Qur 'd~ is in 
the keeping of the Hidden Imam, and has undergone no 
change or corruption. 

Section iv. The Prophet's Attributes. H e  was "illiterate" 
(urnmi), having never studied or received instruction from 

men or lhn ; he cast no shadow ; a cloud used 
Character of the 
Prophet. to  overshadow his head; he could see behind 

his back as well as before his face ; he was 
luminous to such a degree that in his presence on the 
darkest night his wives could find n lost needle without the 
aid of lamp or candle. His birth was heralded and accom- 
panied by miracles, enumerated in detail. H e  was immacu- 
late (ma'+dgtz), and the most excellent of all beings. Gabriel 
was really his servant, and 'Azri'il (the Angel of Death) 
could not approach him to receive his soul without his 
permission. H e  was neither a poet (shd'ir), nor a magician 
(sd&r), nor a liar (Rndhdkdb), nor a madman (dtwdtza), and 
to assert any of these things is blasphemy. H e  had five 
souls or spirits, of which the first three (called Re-inrrdraj, 
Re-guwwat ,  and RzIh-i-shahwnt) are common to all men ; 
the fourth, Ru&-i-imd~, "the Spirit of Faith," is peculiar to 
true believers ; while the last, "the Holy Spirit" (Rzi/ru'l- 
Quds), belongs to  the Prophet alone, and his successors, the 
Holy Imhms. 

Section v. The Prophet's Miracles. These included the 
Cleaving of the Moon (shaqqu'l-qamar) ; knowledge of the 

Past, the Future, and the Unseen; raising the 
Mi""'" Of lhe dead ; knowledge of 72 out of the 73 Names 
Prophet. 

of God, whereof not more than twenty were 
known t o  any  previous Prophet, and the like. He  saw 
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Paradise and Hell with his own eyes, and ascended into 
Heaven in his material body, clad in his own clothes, and 
wearing his sandals, which he would have put off on 
approaching God's Throne, but was forbidden by God to  
do so. 

Section vi. The Prophet's Asce~zsion (icfi'ydj). H e  
ascended in his material body to the Station of "Two 

bow-shots or less'," a point nearer to God than 
Ascens'OnOfth" Prophet, that attained by Enoch or Jesus or any angel 

or archangel. T o  assert that this Ascension was 
allegorical, or within himself, or spiritual and esoteric, is 
heresy. 

Section vii. S Z L U ~ ? ~  other beliefs cofzcenzi?zg the Prophet. 
He was " a  mortal man to whom revelations were madep" 

Other beliefs 
in various ways mediate and immediate. H e  

concerning the combined in himself the functions of Apostle 
Prophet (Raszil), Prophet (Na64, I?nnrtrn, and Mzrbaddith, 
by which is here meant one who sees and holds converse 
with the Angels. His intercession for sinners will be 
accepted in the Day of Kesurrection; and God has br- 
stowed on him, within certain limits, authority to command 
and prohibit, and to add to the obligations imposed by 
God in such matters as prayer and fasting. H e  explicitly 
appointed his cousin and son-in-law 'AlI ibn Abi TQlib to 
succeed him ; but to assert that Gabriel took the Revelation 
from a well in a plain, and, receiving permission from God 
to see who was the author, looked into the well and saw 
that it was 'Ali ; or that Gabriel rnistook Mul!ammad for 
(All and brought the Revelation to him by mistake, are 
blasphemous heresies. 

m. n11J THE TWELVE IMAMS I 
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MishkAt IV (pp. 45-71). 

On the Itzdmate. 
Section i. Enumeration of the Twelve ImPms of the 

Ithnd-'a.shar&ya or " Sect of the Twelve," and refutation of 

The I d m a t e  
the Sunnis, who recognize AbG Bakr, 'Umar and 
'U thm An as the IChuZafd, or successors and vice- 

gerents of the Prophet ; of the Kayslniyya, who accept 
Muhammad ibnu'l-Hanafiyya, a son of 'AlI by another 
wife than Fdtima, as Imbm; of the Zaydiyya, who accept 
Zayd ibn Hasan ; of the Isma'iliyya, who accept Isma'il in 
place of his brother MGsA al-Kdfim ; of the Aftahiyya, who 
accept 'Abdu'llfih al-Aftah, another son of Jalfar as-Sddiq 
the sixth Imdm, and so forth. The  Kaysdnis, 2iydis, 
Isma'ilis, TA'GsL, Aftal~ls and Wdqifis all belong to the 
Shf'a, but not to the 'Sect of the Twelve," and they will 
all be tormented in Hell for their error, though they are 
Muslims, as are even the Sunnis, who are therefore pure, 
wherefore, according to the prevailing view, it is not lawful to 
interfere with their lives, wives or  property, though some 
Shi'a doctors hold the contrary view. 

Section ii. Knowledge of the Prophet a n d  Zwdtns. This 

Knowledge of 
section is entirely historical or quasi-historical, 

the Prophet and giving the dates of the births, deaths, and chief 
rmims. 

events in the lives of Muhammad and the 
Twelve Im Ams. 

T h e  Prophet  Muhammad was born on Friday 17th (or 
12th) of Rabi' i in the "Year of the Elephant," in the year 

1021 of Alexander, and in the Seventh year of 
The Prophet 
Mubarnmad. the reign of AnGsharwAn "the Just." H e  lived 

63 years, of which 53 were spent a t  Mecca and 
ten a t  al-Madina, and his "Mission" began when he was 
forty years old. H e  had nine (or 12, or 1 5 )  wives and two 
concubines; four sons, Qdsim, TAhir and Tayyib by 
Khadija, and Ibrfihim by Mary the Copt; and three 
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daughters, Fdtima (who married 'All), and Zaynab and 
Ruqayya, who were married to 'Uthmln. He died (poisoned 
by a Jewess of Khaybar, as asserted) on Monday the 27th 
or 28th of Safar, and was buried at al-Madina. 

'Ali ibn Abf Thlib was the immediate legitimate suc- 
cessor of the Prophet and the First Imdm, though not 

formally recognized as 1Chalifa until after the 
'All ibn Abt 
Tllib, the First deaths of Abh Bakr, 'Umar and 'UthmPn 
Imam. (whom the Shi'a regard as usurpers). He waged 
three great wars, with the Qdsi!ffz ("wrong-doers"), Le. 
Mu'bwiya the Umayyad and his partisans; the Nrikithln 
(" troth-breakers "), i.e. gA'ishal Talha and Zubayr ; and the 
M d ~ i p h  ("rebels"), ie. the Khlrijites. He was assassinated 
by Ibn Muljam on Ramaden 21 at the age of sixty-three. 
He married twelve wives after the death of Fdtima and 
had seventeen sons and nineteen daughters. His father 
Abh TQlib was inwardly a believer, though he made no 
outward profession of Isllm. 'Ali is supposed to have been 
the twelfth of the Awszjld (executors, trustees, or vice- 
gerents) of Jesus Christ. 

FPtima was the daughter of the Prophet by IChadlja, 
and the wife of 'AlI, to whom she bore three sons (al- 
Hasan, al-Husayn and Muhassin), and two daughters 
(Zaynab the elder and Umm KulthGm). She died, aged 
about eighteen, on the 3rd of Jumhdi ii, A.H. I I (26 August, 
632). 

Hasan ibn 'AlI, the Second ImBm, was born in Sha'bbn 
or RamadPn, A.H. 3 (January or March, 625), resigned the 

Hasan ibn 'AH, 
position of IChalifa to MuiQwiya, to safeguard 

theSccond himself and his followers, after he had held it 
Imdm. for ten years and a half, and died of poison 
administered to him by Ja'da the daughter of al-Ash'ath 
ibn Nafis, known as Asmd, at the instigation of Mu'iwiya, 
nine years and a half later. He is said to have had 60 
wives, besides concubines, but others say 300 or even 600, 
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of whom he divorced so many that he earned the nick-name 1 of aZ-Mifldq ('I the great divorcer $7 ; and to have had fifteen i 

1 sons and two daughters, though here again there is much 
i 

difference of opinion. The best known of his numerous 
titles is aZ-Mzljtaabd. 

Husayn ibn 'AlI, the Third Imdm, was born only six 
months (sic) after his brother Hasan ; had five wives besides 

Husayn ibn 'Ali, concubines; six sons, 'All Akbar, who suc- 
the '1"'" ceeded him as Imdm, 'Ali Awsat, 'Alf A~ghar, ImPm. 

Muhammad, Ja'far and 'Abdu'llbh; and three 
daughters, FAtimatu'l-KubrA, Saklna and Fdtimatu$- 
SughrA. Account of his death at KarbalA on Muharram 
10, A.H. 61 (October 10, 680) with 72 of his kinsmen and 

C partisans at the age of 56, 57 or 58. Of his titles the 

d best known is "the Chief of Martyrs" (Sayyidu'sh-Shu- 
2 haa'd). 

'Alf ibn Husayn, the Fourth Imdm, commonly known 
as Zaynul~-'Abidin and Sayyid-i-Sa~jdd. His mother was 

'All Zaynu'! the daughter of Yazdigird, the last Sbsdnian 
' ibidin,  the King of Persia. Her name was ShahrbBn6, or, 
Fourth Imdm. 

according to others, Ghazdla or Saldma. He  was 
born in 361656-7 or 381658-9. He  had one wife, his cousin 
Umm 'Abdi'llzih, daughter of al-Hasan, besides concubines. 
He had sixteen children (seven or twelve sons, and nine or 
four daughters). One of his sons, Zayd, was killed by 
the Umayyad Caliph Hishdm ibn 'Abdu'l-Malik, who is 
also said to have poisoned him in 9417x2 when he was 
fifty-seven years of age. 

Muhammad BLqir, the Fifth ImAm, was born in A.H. 

57 or 58 (A.D. 676-8). and is said to have been poisoned 
by the Umayyads in 104/72z or 1071726-7. [From this 

point onwards there are so many discrepancies 
Mubarnmad 
Blsir. a= and conflicting statements that a more rigorous 
Fifth Imdm. 

abridgment seems desirable. Thus the age of 
this Imam is given as 57 or 58, or even 78, all of which, 
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especially the last, are absolutely incompatible with the 
dates given for his birth and death.] 

Ja'far a$-SAdiq, the Sixth Imdm, born 801699-700, 
poisoned by the 'Abbdsid Caliph al-Man~Gr in 14817656. 

Ja'far a~$ddiq, 
H e  took advantage of the internecine strife 

the Sixth between the Umayyads and 'Abbdsids to carry 
I d m .  on an active propaganda for the Shi'a doctrine, 
which is therefore often called after him " Ja'fari." 

M6sA al-KBzim, the Seventh Imdm, born 1291746-7, 
poisoned by HdrGnu'r-Rashid in I 801796-7. 

'Ali ar-Rid$ the Eighth ImAm, poisoned by 
M6sL al-KBTim, 
the seventh al-Ma'mbn in 20318 I 89 , and  buried at Mashhad. 

Imdrn* five successors. and his 
Mubarnmad Taqi, the Ninth ImAm, born 

1g5/810-11, poisoned by his wife a t  the in- 
stigation of the Caliph al-Mu'tasim in 220/835. 

'Ali Naqi, the Tenth Imdm, born in 2121827-8, poisoned 
in 2451868 a t  the instigation of the Caliph al-Mu'tazx. 

Hasan al-'Askari, the Eleventh Imdm, born zjz/846-7 
poisoned in z60/873-4 a t  the instigation of the Caliph al- 
Mu'tamid. 

The ImAm Mahdl, also called QP'imu ~ l i  Muhammad, 
Hujjatu'llPh and BaqiyyatulllBh, the Twelfth and last 

Imim, born in 2551869 by Narjis lchitlin to 
The Imdm 
Mahdl. 

Hasan al-'Askad, disappeared in 260187 3-4, is 
still living and will return " in the last Days" 

to  establish the Shi'a faith and "fill the earth with justice 
after it has been filled with iniquity." 

Section iii. Attributes of the It?zn'ms. It is necessary to 

belicve that the Imdms were created from one preexisting 
Light ; that all blessings and all knowledge of 

Character of the 
lmdms God come through them; that through them 

the universe lives and moves and has its being; 
and that they are in every respect the most excellent of 
beings after the Prophet Muhammad, and superior to all 
other Prophets and to  the Angels, though subject t o  all 

CH. VIII] ' DEATH AND THE HEREAFTER 
. - 

human needs and functions. They are also immaculate 
(~rm'~zlnr), innocent of any sin, small or great, co-equal, en- 
dowed with every virtue, knowledge and power. Their birth 
was not as that of ordinary mortals,and,like the Prophet, they 
were born circumcised. After many further amplifications 
of the Imims' perfections, the author proceeds to warn his 
readers against certain opinions of the Ghuldt, or most 
extreme Shl'a, who would put them above the Prophet and 
even deify them. 

Mishkat V1 (pp. 71-85). 

Beliefs connected with Death, judgemeat a n d  the Hereafter. 

Sectioni. Death. The Angels,the Prophet and the ImAms 
are present at  every death-bed, whether of a believer or an 

unbeliever. When the spirit leaves the body, it 
Death. 

attaches itself to a subtle invisible body (qdli6- 
i-mitkdli-i-la!g) which is a simulacrum of the material body 
in the intermediate world or "World of the Barrier " ('A~am- 
CBarsaRh). T o  believe, as do some of the common people, 
that these disembodied spirits enter the crops of green birds 
or lamps attached to the Throne of God ('Arsh) is an error. 
This disembodied spirit watches the body it has quitted 
and the preparations for its burial, urging haste if it be a 
believing spirit, and delay if unbelieving, but none hears or 
heeds its appeal. I t  also sees its place in Heaven or Hell, 
as the case may be. A believer's death is not always easy, 
nor an unbeliever's hard. The Prophet's description of the 
Angel of Death, whom he saw during his Night Ascent to 
Heaven. 

Like so many Persian books, the actual divisions of this book do 
not correspond with the Table of Contents, which indicates five main 
divisions, each called Mirhkdf, while only four such headings actually 
occur in the text. This section is described as Section (kIi~bd,lr) iv of 
Mishkdl IV, but it introduces a quite new topic and should, 1 am con- 
vinced, be called, as I have called it, Mishkdf V 
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Section ii. The Qzrestionirtg of the Tomb. When the body 
has been buried and the mourners have dispersed, the spirit 

The "Question- 
returns to the body to undergo the Questioning 

ing of the  of the Tomb (Su1cEl-i-qa6r) a t  the hands of the 
Tomb." Angels Munkir and Nakir, whose terrible aspect 
is described. I f  the deceased is a believer and gives satis- 
factory answers to their questions on his beliefs, they leave 
him in peace, saying, "Sleep as the bride sleeps in her 
bridal chamber," and they enlarge his Tomb as far as the 
eye can see, and open from it a door into Paradise, so that 
the air of Paradise enters it and gladdens the occupant. 
But if he is an unbeliever, they revile him and beat him with 
their clubs, and fill the tomb with fire ; and he cries out in 
agony, so that if men and]itra could hear, they would die 
of terror. But the animals hear, and that is why a sheep 
grazing or a bird gathering grain will suddenly stop and 
shiver and listen intently. Those of the Shi'a who are 
buried a t  KarbalA are said to be exempt from this Question- 
ing, and some believe that the whole plain of KarbalA, rid 
of all impurities, including the bodies of unbelievers and 
hypocrites, will be bodily transferred to Paradise. The 
good deeds and kindnesses of the dead may take the form 
of a beautiful companion who will bear them company in 
the tomb and dispel their loneliness1. 

Section iii. The Squeezing of the Torrrb. I t  is not certain 
whether all are subject to this, or only the unbelievers. This 

squeezi~~g is not confined to those who are 
The "Squeezing 
or the Tomb." buried in the ground, for those who are hanged, 

drowned or eaten by wild beasts are equally 
subject to it. After the Questioning and the Squeezing, the 
spirit again leaves the material body and reunites with the 
subtle invisible body. Opinions differ as to whether this 
last always existed within the material body, or apart from 

I This affords an interesting parallel to the Zoroastrian belief set 
forth in the Arda Virdfndmn. 
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it in the "World of Similitudes," or is specially created for 
each spirit a t  the moment of dissolution. 

Section ivl. Corrcerning the Intennediafr World (.A~am- 
i-BarzaAh). BarzaKh means something intermediate be- 

tween two other things, in this case a state or 
The "World OT world between this life and the next, more subtle 

than the former and more gross than the latter. 
Some identify it with the World of Similitudes ('Alanr-i- 
MithdI), others believe it to exist in this world, but in an 
Eighth Clime outside the Seven Climes, called Ard-i-(l~war- 
i d .  The Terrestrial Paradise is in the iV&-Saldm in 
the western part of this region, and the Terrestrial Hell in 
the Wddt Barahlit; in the eastern part. In  these places 
respectively the souls of the Blessed and the Lost congregate 
and experience pleasure or pain, and when a new spirit arrives 
they let it rest for a while to  recover from the '(Questioning" 
and the "Squeezing," and then interrogate it as to  the 
friends who survived them on earth, whether they be still 
living or dead. 

Section v4. The  departed spirits visit their former homes 
on earth to watch their families and friends, some daily, 

State of the 
some weekly, some monthly, some yearly, some 

dcparted before only once in several years. Some say they come 
the Resurrection. in the form of green birds and perch on the roof 

or walls of the house and talk, but the living do not notice 
or attend to them because of their preoccupation with the 
things of this world. The  spirits of the Blessed see only the 

This is headed M[sbct~ v (of Mishkdt IV), and the numbering of 
the sections begins again, but it appears to me really to constitute 
Section iv of Mishkdt V. 

Cf. the jik-i-XuwargilydY of the Shaykhis, mentioned in my 
Traveller's Narrative, vol. ii, p. 236. 

See QazwinPs dthdru'~-~i~cfd, p. 25;  also HalCvy in the]ournal 
Asi~ztiguc for 0ct.-Dec. 1883, pp. 442-54; and YAqlit's Mu~amu'Z- 
Bulfn,  vol. i, p. 598. 

Entitled Section ii of Misbct4 v (of MishKdt IV). 
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good things which befall, or are wrought by, their families 
and friends. Some say that they come on a particular day, 
on Monday at noon, or on Thursday, or on Friday. I f  their 
friends remember them, offering good works, prayers or 
fasting as a present to them, they are pleased ; the happiness 
of the Blessed is increased, and the torments of the Lost 
alleviated thereby. " Therefore, my dear friend," says the 
author, "you must not forget the departed in this world, 
but must strive, so far as in you lies, to send presents to 
them." The  Earthly Paradise (Bihislzt-i-Dznzpi) is a place 
of rest and peace, there is no sorrow or weeping, nor any 
obligation to pray or fast. 

Section vil. On the spirits of the wicEed. These are also 
permitted from time to time to visit their homes, but they 

State of the 
see only the evil done by their friends, and strive 

wickedafter to  warn them, but cannot, and return to the 
death. Earthly Hell more miserable than before. Dis- 
cussion as to the state after death of the children of believers 
and unbelievers, the ignorant and feeble-minded, and the 
insane ; and concerning the Recording Angels. According 
to some, the male children of believers are, after their death, 
committed to the care of Abraham, and the female children 
to  that of the Virgin Mary. 

Conclusion ( I < h d t h ~ a ) ~  (pp. 85-132). 

Beliefs connected with the R&YH of the Tz~e(fllr Imdm. 

Section i. 0 1 2  his Occr~ltatiorz (Ghaybnt). Three Occulta- 
tions are distinguished, entitled " Lesser," " Greater " and 

The "Occulta- 
" Least." The  " Lesser Occultation " (Glzaybut- 

i o n  i-Sughrd) began on the 8th of Rabi' i ,  260 
of the l d m .  (Jan. I, 874), lasted 69 years, and ended with 

1 Entitled Section iii etc., as in the prececling footnote. 
8 This, 1 believe, is how the title should stand, but it is actually 

described as M+bd& vi of Mishhrft IV. See p. 395, n. I, 
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the death of the last of the four waRNr1 who maintained 
communication between the Hidden Imdm and his followers 
in 32g/g40-I. Then began the " Greater Occultation " 
(Ghay6af-i-Kzd~d)~ wherein no one has direct access to  
the " Hidden Im6m:" and wherein we are now living. The  
"Least Occultation " (Ghaydat-GA+ghar) will last only from 

noon on the Friday succeeding his "Return " 

The Signs of 
the (Raj'ut), when he will behead the preacher 

(Khattb) a t  Mecca and forthwith disappear 
again, until the morning of the next day (Saturday). The  
time of the Advent or "ReturnJ) of the ImAm is known to 
God alone, but it will be heralded by numerous signs, of 
which forty-eight or more are enumerated by our author, 
and of which the most celebrated are the coming of the 
wicked and hideous Sufydnf, whose army the earth will 
finally srvallow up ; the appearance of a figure in the sun;  
the multiplication of misleading divines and lawyers and 
of poets ; the abounding of tyranny and oppression; the 
appearance of Antichrist (DajdZ) riding on his Ass;  the 
assembling of 3 13 chosen supporters of the Ilndm in TdliqAn 
of KhordsAn, etc. After a "reign of the Saints" lasting 
seventy years, the Imdm will die, poisoned by a woman 

named Maliha, and the Imdm Husayn will 
The "Lesser return to earth to read the Burial Service over 

him. This is the beginning of what is called 
the " Lesser Resurrection " (Qzi/d?~tat-i-Jughrd), when the 

1 Is. Agents or Representatives, also called "Gates" (Bdb, pl. 
A6wdb). The avoidance of this last title by the author is probably 
intentional, for he wrote in 126311847, just when MirzP 'Alf Muham- 
mad's claim to be the Bd6 was creating so great a stir in Persia. See 
my Travelleer's Nayyative, ii, pp. 226-34 and 296-8. 

a Many particulars concerning the "Occultations," the ''Gates? and 
the claims to communicate with the Hidden ImPln advanced by the 
Shaykhis and Bdbfs, denounced as heretics by our author, are given 
in the notes (especially D, E and 0) a t  the end of vol. ii of my T~aveZfefls 
Narrafive, to which the reader is referred. 
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Prophet and all the Imims, as well as their chief antagonists, 
shall return to earth for a while, and fight their battles over 
again, but with a different result, since the unbelievers shall 
be uniformly defeated. In  this first temporary Resurrection 
only those who are purely believers or unbelievers (Mzfmin- 
z-K/zdZi; or i<d$~-i-K/zdZi;) will come to life. Then they 
will again disappear from the face of the earth, and, after 
forty days' anarchy and confusion, the tribes of Gog and 
Magog ( Y&zV u M4iQ'> will burst through the Wall (Sadd) 
which keeps them back, and will overrun the earth, and 
eat up all the grass and herbs, and drink up the rivers. 

The  " Greater Resurrection " (Qljdmat-i-Ifirbvd), when all 
the dead shall be raised to life in the same bodies they had 

while on earth, re-created by God's Power as a 
The "Greater 
Resurrection." broken brick can be re-made from its original 

materials, will be inaugurated by the blast of 
IsrAfil's trumpet, which shall draw into itself all the spirits 
of the quick and the dead, so that no living thing shall 
remain on earth save the "Fourteen Immaculate Ones" 
(Chahdyu'ah Ma1;dm)1. Then, when their bodies have been 
re-created, IsrAfll will again blow his trumpet, and the 
spirits will emerge from it like a swarm of bees, and fly 
each one to its own body. All animals will also be raised 
to life to undergo the Reckoning and be judged for their 
acts of violence towards one another. Then the Balance 
( M i z d ~ ~ )  will be set up for the weighing of the good and 
bad acts of each soul, and the scroll of each man's deeds, 
written down by the Recording Angels SB'iq and Shahld, 
will be placed in his hand. 

The  Seven Hells (Jihanlznnz, Sa'iy, Saqnr, Jabi~n, Lazarf, 
flutarna and Hdzviya) are next enumerated, whereof the 

first is for Muslims who died in sin without 
The Seven 
Hells. repenting, and who will be released when 

adequately punished ; the second for the Jews; 
Le. the Prophet, his daughter FAtinla, and the Twelve ImPms. 

/ 
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the third for the Christians ; the fourth for the Sabaeans; 
the fifth for the Magians; the sixth for the idolatrous 
Arabs ; and the seventh for the hypocrites. Unbelievers 
will remain in Hell for ever, but some, on account of their 
virtues, will remain there without suffering torment, as, for 
example, Khusraw AnGsharwdn on account of his justice, 
and Hdtim of Tayy on account of his generosity. 

Next follows a description of the Bridge of Sir&, '[finer 
than a hair, sharper than a sword, and hotter than fire," 

which spans Hell, and over which everyone 
The nridgs 
of $irdl. must pass, even the Prophets and ImAms and 

Saints, to reach Paradise. A detailed descrip- 
tion of a very material Paradise succeeds, which in turn is 

followed by an  account of the Purgatory or 
Purgatory 
(A ' rdf l .  intermediate state called aZ-A'rdJ This is said 

to be a beautiful meadow or high ground 
situated on the Bridge of SiyLi.t, and peopled by the spirits 
of the feeble-minded, illegitimate children, and those who 
are neither good enough for Heaven nor bad enough for 

Hell. By the intercession of the Prophet or 
Paradise. 

the IrnA~rls some of these will be subsequently 
admitted to Heaven. Other heavenly delights described, 
such as the Water of Kawthar, the "Lote-tree of the 

Limit " (Szdrak'CMuntahd), and the TzSbh- tree. When 
every soul has been assigned its place in Heaven, Hell or 
aGAIYrff; Death will be led forth in the form of a black 
sheep and slain, to show that henceforth there is neither 
fear nor hope of death. 

Conclusion (Kkdtiwza)' (pp. I 32-1 38). 
[Section ii.] On fie ~gzealzilzg of UnbeZief(Ku fr) andBeef 

( b d n ) .  Five meanings of Kufr in the Qur'dn are distin- 
guished, and three chief kinds in ordinary life, namely 

This is so headed, but see pp. 381 and 398 silpra. This section 
might be called " Epilogue." 
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spiritual (palJi), verbal (qawlt), and actual (fi'lt). Three 
kinds of fmdn are also distinguished, and filzdn 

unbeliec Be'ief is distinguished from Isldnz. Sunnis and Shi'a 
not of the "Sect of the Twelve" are believers 

(md'min), but not Muslims ; they are not unclean, but will 
remain for ever in Hell-fire. The  apostate (nzu~tadd) from 
Isl6m is deserving of death, nor is his repentance accepted 
in this world, though, according to some theologians, it may 
be accepted in the next. But from the convert to Isldm 
who reverts to his original faith repentance may be ac- 
cepted ; and a woman who apostasizes should not be killed, 
but imprisoned and beaten until she repents or dies in 
prison. The  book ends with a description of five kinds of 
Faith and six kinds of Repentance. 

Such in outline is the Shi'a creed of contemporary Persia 
in its crudest and most popular form. I t  would be inte- 
resting to trace the evolution of that creed from the earliest 
times of IslAm, to compare (so far as the available materials 
allow) the historical with the legendary ImAms, and to  
contrast in detail the beliefs, both doctrinal and eschato- 
logical, of the Shi'a and the Sunnis. This, however, tran- 
scends the scope of this book, even had the preliminary 
work indispensable to such a study been adequately done. 
Even amongst the orthodox and formal (qishrt) mzrjtahids 
and mullds these doctrines must often have been held in 
a form less crude and childish than that outlined above, 
though they may have deemed it wiser to leave the popular 
beliefs undisturbed, and to discourage speculations which 
might become dangerous amongst a people only too prone 

to  scepticism and heresy. Taking only the 
Broad divisions 
ofreligious broad divisions of theological and philosophical 
thought Persia. in thought in Persia, we may distinguish in each 

field three main types; amongst the theologians 
the Akkbdyts, the U@lS (or Mujtahidfs), and the Shaykhfs; 
amongst the philosophers the Mutahallimzln or School-men, 
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the Falhz3fa or Hukamd (Philosophers pure and simple), 
and the philosophical Sttffs. Of all these Gobi- 

Gobineau's 
classification. neau'sl account is still the most clear, lively 

and concise which I have met with in any 
European language, though it cannot be certainly affirmed 
that its accuracy is equal to its clarity. Thus he credits the 
Akhbdris, generally regarded as the straitest sect of the 
Shi'a, with a certain latitudinarianism to which they can 
hardly lay claim ; and describes the Shaykhis as "not 
altogether rejecting the idea of the Resurrection of the 
Body," when it was precisely their doctrine of the "subtle 
body" (or Jism-i-Htrwa~qilyd)~ which especially laid them 
under suspicion of heresy. The  doctrines of the Shaykhis, 
moreover, definitely prepared the way for the still more 
heretical doctrines of the Bdbfs, who were outside the pale 
of Isldm while the Shaykhis were just within it and counted 
many influential followers in high places. Of the I'hiloso- 
phers and Shffs more will be said in another chapter, but 
as to the theologians we shall do well to bear in mind 
Gobineau's dictuma: " I1 ne faut pas perdre d e  vue que si 
l'on peut, approximativement, classer les trois opinions 
ainsi que je le fais, il est nicessaire pourtant d'ajouter qu'il 
est rare que, dans le cours de sa vie, un Persan n'ait point 

'3 # pass6 de  l'une B l'autre et ne les ait point toutes les trois 

The Majlisla. professdes." Mu119 Muhammad BAqir-i-Majlisf, 
one of the greatest, most powerful and most 

fanatical mtq2ahids of the Safawi period, found it necessary 
to apologize for the tolerant and even sympathetic attitude 
assumed by his father MullA Muhammad Taqi-i-Majlisi, 
not less distinguished than himself as a theologian, towards 

1 Les Rel<qioons et Zes Pkiloso#/Zies dans PAsie Central8 (2nd ed., 
Paris, 1866), pp. 28-33 for the three theological parties, pp. 63-1 I I (ch. 
iv) for the Slifis and the Philosophers. 

2 See my Traveller's Nar~~tz've,  vol. ii, p. 236. 
5 O j .  cit. pp. 32-3. 

26--2 
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the Sdffs. "Let none think so ill of my father," he says1, 
"as  to  imagine that he was of the SGfis. Nay, it was not 
so, for I was intimately associated with my father in private 
and in public, and was thoroughly conversant with his 
beliefs. My father thought ill of the SGfis, but a t  the 
beginning of his career, when they were extremely powerful 
and active, my father entered their ranks, so that by this 
means he might repel, remove, eradicate and extirpate the 
roots of this foul and hellish growth (in Shctjara-i-Kliabitha- 
i-Zaqqzc'mzjya). But when he had extinguished the flames 
of their infamy, then he made known his inner feelings, for 
he was a man of the utmost virtue and piety, ascetic and 
devout in his life," etc. 

Yet MullA Muhammad BAqir, in spite of his formalism 
and fanaticism, his incredible industry in writing books in 
simple and easily intelligible Persian in order to popularize 
the Shi'a doctrines, and his ruthless persecution of the 
SGfis, is credited with posthumous gleams of a higher 
humanity=. One saw him in a dream after his death and 
asked of him, "How fares it with you in that world, and 
how have they dealt with you?"  I-Ie answcred, "None of 
my actions profited me a t  all, except that one day I gave 
an apple to a Jew, and that saved me." 

The  Qi;ag.u9C-' Ulawza' contains I 53 biographies of eminent 
divines, of whom the following twenty-five appear to me the 
most interesting and important. They are here arranged, 
as far as possible, chronologically, the serial number of each 
biography in the book being indicated in brackets after 
the namea. 

Qi;a~u'L'UZamd, Lucknow ed., part ii, p. 19. 
Ibid., part i, p. 216. The author discredited the tale, which is 

described as widely current. As regards this theologian's literary 
activity, he  is said on the same page to have been accustomed to write 
1000 "bayts," i.e. 50,000 words, daily. 

They are numbered in both editions in the abjad notation, eg. 
L IC 

Kulaynf a s F  (96); Najjdshi as 4 (132)) etc. 
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Or. 4937 (Brit. Mus.), p. 105 
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I. Pre-Safawi divines. 
I .  Mufiarnmad ibn Ya'pdb al-Kulayni (No. 96), entitled 

Thiqatu'l-lslrim, author of the Kdf4 d. 32g/g41. 
Ten great 
divines of the 2. Mzc&mmad ibn 'Ali ibn flusayn ibn Mdsh 
p"-Waw1 ibn Bhbawayhi of Qum, called Saddq (No. gs), 
period. 

d. 381/gg1-2. Of his works 189 are enumerated 
in the Q~Ku'Z-'Ulamd, the most important being that 
entitled Man Zd ya&'uvuhu'l-Fapih, which, like the Krtfi 
mentioned in the last paragraph, is one of the "Four 
Books." 

3. Mu&nrnmad ibn Muhavz7nad ibn Nu'mdn ib~z 'Abdu's- 
SaZdr~t al-fldyitht, commonly called Shaykh-i-Mufid (No. 
97), d. 41311022. The Qi+a: enumerates 171 of his works. 

4. Sayyid Martadd, entitled 'Alamu'l-HudA (No. 98), 
d. 43611044. He was the great-great-grandson of the 
Seventh Imdm, M6sh al-Kdzim. 

5.  Ahmad ibn 'Ali an-Najjdstit (No. 132), d. 455/1063. 
He was a disciple of the Shaykh-i-Mafid, and the author 
of the well-known Kitdba'r-R@d. 

6. Mu?zammad ibn gasan  ibn 'Alt at- B s i ,  called Shay- 
khu'pT8'ifa (No. roo), d. 46011067. H e  was the third of 
the older "three Muhamn~ads" (the others being Nos. I 

and 2 supra), and the author of two of the "Four Books," 
the Tahdhibu'l-A&k& and the 1stib:ai; and of the well- 
known Fihvist, or Index of Shi'a books. 

7. Na+inl'd-Dh-i-D'sZ, entitled Muhaqqiq ("the In- 
vestigator"), even more celebrated as a philosopher and 
man of science than as a theologian (No. go), d. 67211274. 
His most famous works are the Akhldq-i-Nd;iri on Ethics, 
the Astronomical Tables called Z$-i-I/zdei, compiled for 
HhlAg6 KhPn the Mongol, and the Tajyid on Scholastic 
Philosophy, a favourite text for the countless host of com- - .  

mentators and writers of notes and glosses. 
8. Najmu'd-Die Jatfar ibn Yabya, known as Muhaqqiq- 

i-Awwal ("the First Investigator "), author of the S h r d -  


